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ABSTRACT

The scatter in the relationship between the strength of [Cii]158µm emission and the star formation rate at high-redshift has been the source of much recent interest. Although the relationship is
well-established locally, several intensely star-forming galaxies have been found whose [Cii]158µm
emission is either weak, absent or spatially offset from the young stars. Here we present new
ALMA data for the two most distant, gravitationally-lensed and spectroscopically-confirmed galaxies, A2744 YD4 at z =8.38 and MACS1149 JD1 at z =9.11, both of which reveal intense [Oiii]88µm
emission. In both cases we provide stringent upper limits on the presence of [Cii]158µm with respect
to [Oiii]88µm. We review possible explanations for this apparent redshift-dependent [Cii] deficit in
the context of our recent hydrodynamical simulations. Our results highlight the importance of using
several emission line diagnostics with ALMA to investigate the nature of the interstellar medium in
early galaxies.
Key words: galaxies : high-redshift, evolution, starburst - cosmology : early universe
- submillimeter: galaxies
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INTRODUCTION

During the past few years the Atacama Large Millimetre/submillimeter Array (ALMA) has demonstrated its remarkable power by exploring the interstellar media (ISM)
in galaxies in the reionisation era. In addition to studies
of extreme and rare dusty sub-millimetre galaxies at redshifts z '5-6 (e.g. Capak et al. 2015, Pavesi et al. 2018), the
array has become the most reliable tool for spectroscopic
confirmation of more typical distant star-forming galaxies
(Inoue et al. 2016, Laporte et al. 2017, Carniani et al. 2017,
Smit et al. 2018, Hashimoto et al. 2018, 2019, Tamura et al.
2019).
The two most prominent emission features targeted by

?
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ALMA for normal star-forming galaxies are the [Oiii]88µm
and [Cii]158µm fine structure lines, both of which are redshifted into the sub-mm atmospheric window in the reionisation era. [Cii]158µm is the dominant coolant of neutral
gas in the ISM of local star-forming galaxies and its luminosity is observed to correlate closely with star formation rate (SFR - De Looze et al. 2014). Early work exploring this relation at high-redshifts revealed increased scatter
compared to that seen in local samples. Whereas luminous
Lyman break galaxies selected at z '5-6 (e.g. Capak et al.
2015, Willott et al. 2015) as well as some Lyman-alpha
emitters at z ∼6 (Matthee et al. 2017, Carniani et al. 2018,
Matthee et al. 2019) found trends similar to those seen locally, other star-forming galaxies at z > 6 often showed
weak or no [Cii]158µm detections (e.g. Ota et al. 2014,
Pentericci et al. 2016). This so-called ’[CII]-deficit’ has been
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OBSERVATIONS

Observations were carried out in band 5 during ALMA Cycles 5 and 6 under regular proposal (2017.1.00697 - PI: N.
Laporte) and DDTs (2017.A.00026 and 2018.A.0004 - PI:
N. Laporte). The lower spectral window used to observe
A2744 YD4 is centred on the frequency where [Cii]158µm is
expected at z =8.38, and its width covers the redshift range
8.26 < z < 8.43. The total exposure time on source was
3.8hrs. A similar setup was used for the MACS1149 JD1
observations, with a redshift range 8.96≤ z ≤ 9.16 and a
total exposure time of 6.2hrs. Observations of A2744 YD4
were made with the C43-2 configuration yielding a beam
size of 1.3”×0.79”. For MACS1149 JD1, we used the configuration C43-4 to achieve a beam size of 0.75”×0.63”. Data
were reduced using the version 5.4.0 of the CASA pipeline
(McMullin et al. 2007), a Briggs weighting was applied in
the tclean task in both cases. For consistency purpose, we
re-reduced ALMA band 7 data for A2744 YD4 following the
same procedures (2015.1.00594 - PI: N. Laporte)
We do not detect any band 5 continuum for either target. We measure 3σ upper limits using several beam-size

zO I I I
LO I I I ( × 107 L )
L F I R ( × 1010 L )
LC I I ( × 107 L )
158µ m
(µJy/beam)
Sν
88µ m
(µJy/beam)
Sν
SFR (M /yr)
M? (109 M )

A2744 YD4
8.382a
7.0±1.7a
12.6± 5.5a
< 2.0 (3σ)
< 10.5 (3σ)
99 ± 23 a
a
20.4+17.6
−9.5
a
2.0+1.5
−0.7

MACS1149 JD1
9.1096b
7.4±1.6b
< 0.77b
< 0.4 (3σ)
<1.5 (3σ)
< 5.3b (3σ)
b
4.2+0.8
−1.1
b
1.1+0.5
−0.2

Table 1. Properties of the two z >8 galaxies reported in this
paper. All values are corrected for magnification assuming µ=2
for A2744 YD4 and µ=10 for MACS1149 JD1.
a Laporte et al. (2017)
b Hashimoto et al. (2018)

apertures distributed at the centre of the field where our
158µm
targets are located, and find f ν
< 21 µJy/beam for
158µm
A2744 YD4 and f ν
< 15 µJy/beam for MACS1149 JD1
(not corrected for magnification). We also searched for line
emission in a 1.5” radius circle around the UV-rest frame
position of our targets (corresponding to a physical size
of 13.2 and 14.1 kpc respectively for MACS1149 JD1 and
A2744 YD4) and allowing a velocity offset respective to
the [Oiii]88µm redshift ranging from -500 km/s to 500km/s
(e.g. Hashimoto et al. 2019). We rebinned the data assuming a FWHM of 100km/s for [Cii]158µm (as previously
found for example in Carniani et al. 2017, Smit et al. 2018,
Bradač et al. 2017). No emission is detected in either target (Figure 1 and Figure 2) with a 3σ upper limit on the
J D1 < 3.98×106 ×(10/µ)L and
[Cii]158µm luminosity of LC
II
Y
D4
7
LC I I < 2.0×10 ×(2/µ)L , assuming a FWHM=100km/s,
with the rms measured in several beam size apertures (with
θ min =0.63” and θ ma j =0.75” for JD1 and θ min =0.73” and
θ ma j =1.21”) distributed in a 1.5” radius circle around the
UV restframe position and taking into account the best magnification for the two targets (µ=2 and µ=10 respectively for
YD4 and JD1 - see Laporte et al. 2017 and Hashimoto et al.
2018 for details). We also applied the same method to more
finely binned data (FWHM=50km/s) taking into account
the FWHM of the [Oiii] 88µm line found in A2744 YD4,
but no emission line was found on either dataset.
We summarise the salient properties of A2744 YD4
and MACS1149 JD1 in Table 1. A similar non-detection of
[Cii]158µm was reported by Inoue et al. (2016) for a Lymanα emitter at z = 7.2 with [Oiii]88µm emission and, in the
following analysis, we include those measurements.

3

ANALYSIS

In Figure 3 we compare the location of the two objects
discussed in this paper, plus that of Inoue et al. (2016),
in the [CII] - SFR relation traced at lower redshift. The
apparent trend towards a [C II] deficit in the reionisation
era is striking. Likewise, Figure 4 shows the [Oiii] /[Cii]
line ratio in the context of lower redshift metal-poor dwarf
galaxies (Madden et al. 2013) and recent numerical simulations of high-redshift galaxies targeting both emission lines
(Katz et al. 2019). The gas-phase metallicity in these simulations is 0.1 solar, comparable to that observed in the
local dwarfs. Reducing the metallicity by a factor of 10
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the subject of much debate and earlier discussed in the context of thermal saturation in ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (Muñoz & Oh 2016). While [Cii]158µm is not affected by
dust attenuation, it is sensitive to metallicity (Olsen et al.
2017), the ionisation state of the gas (Vallini et al. 2017)
and CMB attenuation. In addition, in a survey of three z '7
sources, Maiolino et al. (2015) discovered [Cii]158µm emission with significant spatial offsets from the UV and Lyα
emission, suggesting that the cores of young galaxies are disrupted by stellar feedback with line emission occurring only
in external clumps of neutral gas. Although high-redshift
data remains sparse and some non-detections are likely due
to inadequate sensitivity, it remains of interest to pursue
the topic to gain insight into the morphology and physical
conditions in rapidly assembling young galaxies.
[Oiii]88µm emission also correlates with the star formation rate in local galaxies (De Looze et al. 2014) but,
as a line with a higher ionisation potential, it is generated within H II regions rather than in photo-dissociation
regions. The motivation for targeting [Oiii]88µm at highredshift is two-fold. Herschel observations of dwarf galaxies suggested that it is a stronger line than [Cii]158µm in
low metallicity systems (Madden et al. 2013). Additionally,
the line is well-placed observationally in the ALMA bands
at the very highest redshifts for which targets are available
from deep Hubble imaging. The line was prominently detected in two gravitationally-lensed targets, A2744 YD4 at
z = 8.38 for which a dust continuum detection was also secured (Laporte et al. 2017) and MACS1149 JD1 at z = 9.11
(Hashimoto et al. 2018). The two sources represent the highest redshift spectroscopically-confirmed sources accessible to
ALMA and, in this paper we exploit the newly-available
band 5 receiver to present new observations targeting [C II]
158µm in each source with the goal of further examining
the relationship between [Cii]158µm, [Oiii]88µm and various probes of star formation in early sources. Throughout
the paper, we adopt a Λ-dominated, flat Universe with ΩΛ
= 0.7, Ω M = 0.3 and H0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .

CII 158µm in z >8 galaxies
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Figure 2. An ALMA view of A2744 YD4 showing the respective positions of the dust detection in ALMA band 7 (red), the
[Oiii]88µm emission line (green) and the UV-rest frame continuum (HST/F160W image). The shape of each ALMA beam is
shown at the bottom right. Contours are plotted from 2σ. No
[Cii]158µm emission (blue contours) is detected at more than 3σ
near the rest-frame UV position of this galaxy.

would be required to explain the absence of [Cii]158µm although at that point [Oiii]88µm emission would be similarly
reduced. Although it is possible that the [Cii]158µm and
[Oiii]88µm emission regions are physically distinct in some
of our sources, these comparisons suggest that a low metallicity may be insufficient to explain the deficit. Additionally,
the strongest likely attenuation of [Cii]158µm by cosmic microwave background radiation (Lagache et al. 2018) seems
unable to explain the size of the discrepancy (see dashed
lines in Figure 4).
Energetic feedback from intermittent star formation
may be capable of expelling neutral gas and thereby suppressing [Cii]158µm emission. Although the presence of a
significant dust mass in A2744 YD4 might then be consid-

ered surprising, the possibility of a spatial offset between
[Oiii]88µm. emission and the dust continuum (Figure 2) may
imply regions with different physical conditions or represent
the result of some feedback process. One way to understand
if a deficit of neutral gas is expected at high redshift is to determine the range of [Cii]158µm emission expected in simulations. Examining a recent semi-analytical model of galaxy
evolution (Lagache et al. 2018) in over 103 simulated objects at z '8 (Figure 5) and focusing now only on the two
highest-redshift sources, A2744 YD4 and MACS1149 JD1,
we find 75 simulated objects that have extreme properties
similar to A2744 YD4 (i.e. SFR from 1 to 35 M yr −1 ;
L[C I I ] <2.0×107 L ; log(M? [M ]) from 8.8 to 9.7) with as
mean properties <M? >=1.3×109 M , <L[C I I ] >=9.4×106
and gas-phase metallicity <Zg >=0.20. Furthermore, only
8 simulated sources have [C II]158µm properties similar
to MACS1149 JD1 (i.e. SFR from 0.9 to 6.6 M yr −1 ;
L[C I I ] <0.4×107 L ; log(M? [M ]) from 8.7 to 9.4) with
mean properties : <M? >=7.7×108 M , <L[C I I ] >=2.7×106
L and <Zg >=0.25. Since our observational upper limits are 3σ, this demonstrates the difficulty of reproducing
our first glimpse at the weak [Cii]158µm emission in z > 8
sources.
A further explanation may be a trend towards higher
ionisation parameters at early times (Katz 2016) for which
there is some evidence in rest-frame UV spectroscopy of similar z > 7 sources (Mainali et al. 2018). Such a trend may
arise from a moderate non-thermal component or an increasing contribution from metal-poor massive stars. The original
motivation for this study was to assemble of multi-line data
using ALMA for sources in the reionisation era largely to test
such hypotheses. Our discovery of a surprising [Cii]158µm
deficit argues for continuing this effort including further diagnostic lines sensitive to the nature of the radiation field,
the gas-phase metallicity and the presence of neutral gas.
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Figure 1. Search for [Cii]158µm emission line near MACS1149 JD1. Each stamp shows the flux contours (drawn from 2σ) at different
velocity offsets (from -500km/s to +500km/s) with respect to the [Oiii]88µm. redshift. The HST F160W image is shown at the bottom
right of the figure with [Oiii]88µm. (green) and [Cii]158µm (blue) contours. The shape of ALMA beam is placed at the bottom right of
each ALMA stamp. No [Cii]158µm emission is evident.
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Finally, utilising the non-detection of the continuum of
A2744 YD4 in ALMA band 5 we have the opportunity to
re-analyse the SED of this object. We include data from
a previous ALMA band 6 programme covering the position of this target (2015.1.00463.S - PI : M. Ouchi). In
this dataset, A2744 YD4 is also not detected and we measured in a beam-size aperture a 2σ upper limit flux of 30
µJy/beam (not corrected for magnification). Using MAGPHYS (da Cunha et al. 2008), we can give a first constraint
on the dust temperature in this object Tdu st > 55 K. This
value contrasts with the value generally used to determine
the dust properties at high-z (T∼30K), but is consistent with
recent simulations (e.g. Behrens et al. 2018) which predict
a higher dust temperature at high redshifts. Using the 3σ
upper limits for both band 5 and 6 observations decreases
the minimum dust temperature to T>43 K.

4

SUMMARY

The recent commissioning of the ALMA band 5 receiver has
opened a new window to study the ISM of the two most
distant gravitationally-lensed galaxies detected with ALMA
band 7, namely A2744 YD4 (z =8.38) and MACS1149 JD1
(z=9.11). We have used this capability to search for the
FIR emission line [Cii]158µm , the primary coolant of the
ISM at low redshift, which should give valuable insight
into the metallicity and neutral gas content for systems
of known SFR. However, despite adequately sensitive data
considering the [Cii] - SFR relation observed at lower redshifts (e.g. z <6), neither of these targets is detected in

Figure 4. The [O III] / [C II] emission line ratio for high redshift
galaxies. Our work on MACS1149 JD1 and A2744 YD4 together
with the z = 7.2 LAE (Inoue et al. 2016) indicate ratios well above
those seen in local metal poor dwarfs (Madden et al. 2013, grey
circles) as well as numerical simulations capable of predicting both
lines (Katz et al. 2019, black open symbols). The maximum effect
of CMB attenuation is indicated by dashed lines below the current
limits (see text for details).

the dust continuum or line emission. Noting the magnification for these two targets (µ ∼2 and 10 for A2744 YD4
and MACS1149 JD1 respectively), these non-detections imply [CII]158µm luminosities well below what is observed
for z ∼0 metal poor dwarfs, reviving the discussion of a
‘[CII] deficit’ previously considered at lower redshift. Likewise when studying the [Oiii]88µm/ [Cii]158µm line ratio,
we find anomalously high values. We examine this line ratio
with a recent hydrodynamical simulation of the ISM in early
galaxies (Katz et al. 2019) and suggest that a low gas-phase
metallicity may not be the sole explanation for this [C II]
deficit. Other hypotheses include a high ionisation parameter consistent with trends seen in UV spectroscopy of similar
z > 7 sources or the suppression of neutral gas and hence
[Cii]158µm emission via energetic feedback from intermittent star formation. Using a semi-analytical model of galaxy
evolution (Lagache et al. 2018), we demonstrate that such
faint [Cii]158µm luminosities are rarely expected at z ≥8.
Further multi-line data on z > 8 sources will be helpful in
resolving this puzzle. Our study emphasises the importance
of gathering multi-line ALMA data for sources in the reionisation era to robustly study the physical conditions in their
interstellar media.
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Figure 3. Relation between LC I I and the SFR for the two galaxies studied in this letter plus that of Inoue et al. (2016) (red) and
previous 5.5 < z < 7.5 galaxies studies from Capak et al. (2015),
Carniani et al. (2017), Carniani et al. (2018), Smit et al. (2018),
Pentericci et al. (2016), Hashimoto et al. (2019), Kanekar et al.
(2013), Ota et al. (2014), Bradač et al. (2017) and Matthee et al.
(2017) grouped according to redshift. Open circles show the location of local metal poor dwarfs galaxies (Madden et al. 2013). We
also plot the relation predicted by Lagache et al. (2018) at z ∼6
(blue), 7 (black) and 8 (red).

CII 158µm in z >8 galaxies

. The red line displays the mean relation between the SFR and
LC I I and the yellow region shows the mean dispersion (0.45 dex
according to Fig.8 of Lagache et al. 2018) of the simulated galaxies. Clearly both galaxies are extreme outliers in the relation.
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Figure 5. As Fig 3 with the location of the two z ≥8 galaxies discussed in this paper represented by red arrows. Black dots show
the distribution of all of simulated galaxies from Lagache et al.
(2018), extrapolated from their highest redshift z =7.6 to redshift z =9 by estimating a mean CMB attenuation factor on the
[Cii]158µm luminosity from z=7.6 to z=9
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